Innovation is the name of the game.
You’re looking for new ways to improve your productivity,
increase ROI, meet your numbers -- and Wynright can help.
By helping you reconfigure your material handling system.
Showing you how to use your space more efficiently. And
ultimately delivering a distribution operation that’s not just
leaner and meaner; it’s better, faster, smarter. It’s called
intelligent intralogistics, and it’s what Wynright does.

IN OTHER NEWS
Visit us at PACK EXPO.
Be sure to stop by and see
us at PACK EXPO in the Las
Vegas Convention Center,
September 26-28. We will be
displaying our Robotic Truck
Loader system in the
Yaskawa Motoman booth
(#C3438). We look forward to
seeing you there!

ABOUT WYNRIGHT
Wynright Corporation is the
nation’s leading independent,
U.S.-based provider of
intelligent material handling
systems.
Since its founding in 1972,
Wynright has been a trusted
partner to some of the
world’s largest and fastestgrowing companies, showing
them how to use their space
more efficiently to deliver
improved productivity, today
and tomorrow.

With more than 200 dedicated engineers, integrators and
project managers in-house -- each with a deep knowledge of
distribution operations across virtually every industry -Wynright brings to the table the best and the brightest minds
to tackle complex supply chain challenges and develop
solutions that leverage the power of innovation. Like intuitive

For more information on our
services, technology and
product portfolio, please visit:
www.wynright.com

controls. Advanced robotics. AutoRoll(tm) motor driven roller
conveyor. And voice- and light-directed technologies.
If you’re attending PACK EXPO next week, come talk to
Wynright’s team at Booth #C3438 -- look for the robotic truck
loader. -- and find out how we can help you reach your goals.

New ad campaign to highlight
design, engineering and integration
expertise.

CONTACT US
Wynright Corporation
2500 York Road
Elk Grove, IL 60007
ph +1 800 991 9190
email us
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As Wynright looks
toward marking its
40th year in business
next year, we are
launching a series of
ads that showcase
our capabilities and
track record of
helping some of the
world’s largest
companies create an
enhanced operation -and build a better
bottom line. Look for
the ads to begin
appearing later this
year.
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